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A comparative study of the adsorption of an O2 molecule on pure Aun+1
+ and doped MAun

+ cationic gold
clusters for n ) 3-7 and M ) Ti, Fe is presented. The simultaneous adsorption of two oxygen atoms also
was studied. This work was performed by means of first principles calculations based on norm-conserving
pseudo-potentials and numerical basis sets. For pure Au4

+, Au6
+, and Au7

+ clusters, the O2 molecule is adsorbed
preferably on top of low coordinated Au atoms, with an adsorption energy smaller than 0.5 eV. Instead, for
Au5

+ and Au8
+, bridge adsorption sites are preferred with adsorption energies of 0.56 and 0.69 eV, respectively.

The ground-state geometry of Aun
+ is almost unperturbed after O2 adsorption. The electronic charge flows

towards O2 when the molecule is adsorbed in bridge positions and towards the gold cluster when O2 is adsorbed
on top of Au atoms, and both the adsorption energy and the O-O bond length of adsorbed oxygen increase
when the amount of electronic charge on O2 increases. On the other hand, we studied the adsorption of an O2

molecule on doped MAun
+ clusters, leading to the formation of (MAunO2

+)ad complexes with different
equilibrium configurations. The highest adsorption energy was obtained when both atoms of O2 bind on top
of the M impurity, and it is larger for Ti doped clusters than for Fe doped clusters, showing an odd-even
effect trend with size n, which is opposite for Ti as compared to Fe complexes. For those adsorption
configurations of (MAunO2

+)ad involving only Au sites, the adsorption energy is similar to or smaller than
that for similar configurations of Aun+1O2

+ complexes. However, the highest adsorption energy of (MAunO2
+)ad

is higher than that for (Aun+1O2
+)ad by a factor of ∼4.0 (1.2) for M ) Ti (M ) Fe). The trends with size n

are rationalized in terms of O-O and O-M bond distances, as well as charge transfer between oxygen and
cluster substrates. The spin multiplicity of those (MAunO2

+)ad complexes with the highest O2 adsorption
energy is a maximum (minimum) for M ) Fe (Ti), corresponding to parallel (anti-parallel) spin coupling of
MAun

+ clusters and O2 molecules. Finally, we obtained the minimum energy equilibrium structure of complexes
(AunO2

+)dis and (MAunO2
+)dis containing two separated O atoms bonded at different sites of Aun

+ and MAun
+

clusters, respectively. For (MAunO2
+)dis, the equilibrium configuration with the highest adsorption energy is

stable against separation in MAun
+ and O2 fragments, respectively. Instead, for (AunO2

+)dis, only the complex
n ) 6 is stable against separation in Aun

+ and O2 fragments. The maximum separation energy of (MAunO2
+)dis

is higher than the O2 adsorption energy of (MAunO2
+)ad complexes by factors of ∼1.6 (2.5), 1.6 (1.7), 1.5

(2.4), 1.5 (1.3), and 1.6 (1.8) for M ) Ti (Fe) complexes in the range n ) 3-7, respectively.

Introduction

It has been shown that CO and O2 are chemisorption
promoters to each other, naturally leading to cooperative
adsorption on Au clusters1 and Au atoms.2 As a matter of fact,
the binding energy and activation of molecular oxygen by gold
clusters, which are necessary steps in the CO oxidation process,3

depend strongly on the size and state of the charge of the cluster.
Thus, Cox and coworkers4 determined experimentally several
years ago that only the Aun

- anions with even numbers of atoms,
as well as the Au10

+ cation, are active towards O2. Many
calculations have been performed to determine adsorption
energies of molecular oxygen on gas phase anionic5–11 and
neutral11–14 gold clusters, but very few calculations are concerned

with cationic gold clusters.15–18 For neutral clusters, Barton and
Podkolzin13found very weak interactions between O2 and Au55

but substantial bonding with Au13 and Au4. Luo et al.11studied
two isomers of Au24 and Au24

+ and concluded that oxygen
adsorption was dependent on particle shape and coordination
number of the interacting gold atoms. More recently, Barrio et
al.14found that the reactivity of neutral Au4, Au5, Au14, Au25,
and Au29 clusters towards O2 depends on the type of uncoor-
dinated sites exposed, ensemble effects, and fluxionallity of the
metal nanoparticles.

On the other hand, it has been shown by a combined
experimental and theoretical study19 that Au3Sr reacts with O2

and CO but that Au4 does not, when these clusters are supported
on well-characterized MgO (100) thin films. In another recent
density functional theory (DFT) study,20 it was shown that the
presence of a platinum atom on top of a gold nanopyramid
increases the adsorption of oxygen. In this study, we focused
on the activity towards oxygen of pure, Aun+1

+, and doped
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cationic gold clusters, MAun
+, depending on the type of atomic

impurity (M ) Ti, Fe) on one hand, and with size, on the other
hand, for several cluster sizes (n ) 3-7).

The atomic and electronic structures of doped gold clusters,
AunMq, change drastically with respect to those of pure gold
clusters Aun

q and Aun+1
q. The different charge state, q ) -1,

0, and +1 for anions, neutral, and cationic clusters, respectively,
plays an important role as well. Thus, despite the tendency of
gold clusters to be planar up to unusually high numbers of atoms
(n ) 13 for anions,21,22 n ) 11 for neutrals,23,24 and n ) 7 for
cations23–25), it has been shown26 that the ground-state geometry
of MAun

+ cations (M ) Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe) produced in
photofragmentation experiments27 is not planar for n > 6.
Similarly, the structure of Au12W, Au12Mo, and Au12V- was
probed to be icosahedra, with the impurity atom at the center
of the cluster.28 In a previous work, we showed that the
electronic and magnetic properties of AunM+ vary in a nons-
mooth manner, for each transition metal impurity, when the size
of the cluster increases. For example, photofragmentation
experiments24 for MAun

+ in the range of n ) 3-9 show peaks
at n ) 5 (M ) Ti, Fe), n ) 7 (M ) Fe), and n ) 2, 8 (M )
Au), which was rationalized from first principles calculations
as an effect of closed electronic shells and attributed to maxima
in the second difference of the total energy.23 With respect to
the catalytic properties of doped gold clusters, a drastic change
as compared to those of pure gold clusters is expected, as shown
recently for the case of the anionic Au12V- cluster.29 Other
recent investigations have demonstrated that the adsorption of
atomic oxygen on Pt clusters doped with Ni occurs with a higher
binding energy than for pure Pt clusters.30 In this context, we
mention a recent work concerning the effect of Ni and Pd
impurity atoms on the geometry, electronic properties, and active
sites of copper clusters.31 On the other hand, it is generally
accepted that sites with low coordinated atoms have an enhanced
reactivity. We also know, after the experiments of Kim and
Ganteför,32 that nondissociative adsorption of diatomic mol-
ecules (N2 specifically) on nanoclusters can be favored at room
temperatures instead of dissociative chemisorption. It is worth
mentioning a recent result stating that gold behaves as hydrogen
when interacting with halogen atoms,33 that is, with atoms
having a much larger electronegativity than gold.

The roll of oxygen in the oxidation of CO mediated by
supported34 and gas phase35 gold clusters is still not well-
understood, in particular the question as to if that process is
ruled by molecular or dissociated forms of oxygen. Some
interesting questions are as to what mechanism promotes the
adsorption, what the adsorption site of the cluster substrate is,
and what the oxidation state of gold is in the reaction. In general,
gold clusters that are able to donate electrons interact well with
O2 and, upon adsorption, lead to activation of this molecule by
elongation of the O-O bond distance. In other words, it is
produced the formal reduction of molecular oxygen to the super-
oxide state, O2

-. As a consequence, the adsorption of molecular
oxygen on positively charged small gold clusters is not observed
experimentally, and the extrapolated binding energy is very
small (<0.5 eV).36 This fact was theoretically confirmed by Ding
and co-workers.15

The support-specific aspects of oxidation catalysis mediated
by gold clusters were studied recently by Laureen and Linic,37

in particular, the conflicting findings regarding the oxidation
state of catalytically active gold atoms (neutral Au0, cationic
Auδ+, or anionic Auδ-). Thus, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) experi-
ments and DFT calculations38 showed that adsorbed gold on
metal oxides is negatively charged, while steady-state studies39

suggested that the activity of the Au/oxide catalyst is directly
proportional to the concentration of cationic Au atoms. A recent
DFT calculation of the charge on small gold clusters supported
on partially reduced rutile TiO2 (110) showed that clusters are
not always negatively charged, depending on the size, isomer
geometry, and oxygen vacancy type.40,41 Simply, Auδ- is needed
to adsorb and activate O2. However, as more and more
gold-oxygen bonds are formed, the electronic fingerprint of
Au is reversed from anionic to cationic due to the higher oxygen
electronegativity. For the sake of completeness, let us mention
thatrecenttime-of-flightsecondarymassspectroscopyexperiments34,42

provided direct evidence of oxidized gold on supported Au/γ-
Al2O3 and Au/TiO2 catalysts, in the form of AuO-, AuO2

-,
and AuOH- ion clusters.

With regard to the debate over the presence of metallic gold
or cationic gold as the active species, Bond and Thompson
proposed that both Au3

+ and Au0 are required.43 In agreement
with this type of mechanism, Gates and Guzman found that in
active CO oxidation of gold catalysts on MgO supports, both
cationic and neutral gold species were present.44 The same
mechanism, involving the presence of both metallic and oxidic
gold, is supported by other researchers.45,46 Bond and Thomp-
son43 further speculated that the mechanism may not be the same
on all supports. Clearly, this is an area that demands more
attention and should be an area where contributions from surface
science can play a role.47

In the second section of this paper are given details of the
computational methods used through this work. In the third
section are presented and discussed the results for structural and
electronic properties of (AunO2

+)ad and (MAunO2
+)ad complexes

formed by the adsorption of O2 on pure (section 3.1.) and doped
(section 3.2.) cationic gold clusters, including a comparison of
both sets of results. In section 3.3. are discussed results for
(MAunO2

+)dis complexes with equilibrium configurations formed
with two separated O atoms. Summary and conclusions are
given in the fourth section.

Computational Methods

Electronic calculations were performed using the first prin-
ciples code SIESTA.48 The electronic structure is described
within the spin dependent generalized-gradient approximation
(GGA) for the exchange-correlation potential.49 We used
standard norm-conserving pseudo-potentials50 generated with
the valence configuration 2s22p4 for O and the semi-core valence
configurations 5d106s16p0 for Au and 4s23p63dn for Ti (n ) 2)
and Fe (n ) 6). The core radii for s, p, and d orbitals, are in au
(2.47, 2.98, 2.00), (2.58, 1.09, 1.38), (2.47, 0.99, 0.99), and
(1.14, 1.14, 1.14) for Au, Ti, Fe, and O, respectively. Flexible
linear combinations of numerical pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAO)
are used as the basis set, allowing for multiple-� and polarization
orbitals. To limit the range of PAOs, they were slightly excited
by a common energy shift (here we took 0.001 Ry) and truncated
at the resulting radial node, leading to a maximum cutoff radii,
in au, of 8.63 (s), 10.06 (s), 8.95 (s), and 5.72 (p) for Au, Ti,
Fe, and O, respectively. These basis sets were used and tested
in previous works.24,26 In the present calculations, we used a
double-� s,p,d basis plus a single p polarization orbital (DZP)
for Au, Ti, and Fe. We checked that by using a triple-� s,p,d
basis plus polarization (TZP), the absorption energy of O2 on
top of M in the Au3M+ cluster increases only 0.02 eV with
respect to the DZP calculation for both M ) Ti, Fe complexes.
This test indicates that the basis set superposition error is also
small. A general discussion about the performance of different
multiple-� basis sets in the context of SIESTA code calculations
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in comparison to the number of plane-waves and cutoff energy
used in first principles plane-wave-type of calculations to achieve
analogous convergence and accuracy against experiments is
given in ref 48(see Figure 2 of ref 48).

The basis functions and electron density were projected onto
a uniform real space grid to calculate the Hartree and exchange
correlation potentials and matrix elements. The grid fineness is
controlled by the energy cutoff of the plane-waves that can be
represented in it without aliasing (here, we take 120 Ry). The
geometry was optimized within a conjugate-gradient method
until the force on each atom was smaller than 0.010 eV/Å. We
tested several different initial positions for the adsorbed
molecule.

Results and Discussion

Adsorption of O2 on Pure Cationic Aun
+ Clusters. In

Figure 1 are represented the two lowest energy equilibrium
configurations of AunO2

+ complexes obtained from full relax-
ation of several initial geometries composed of an O2 molecule
added to the low lying energy isomers of Aun

+ clusters obtained
in a previous work. The gold cluster suffers almost no distortion
after oxygen adsorption. In particular, the planarity of Aun

+ is
preserved in the complex AunO2

+ up to n ) 7. Let us mention
for future reference that an almost degenerate three dimensional
isomer of Au7

+ also was reported. For n ) 4, 6, and 7, the O2

molecule is adsorbed on top of a low coordinated Au atom
forming an angle of ∼118-120° with the cluster plane, and
the O-O bond line points towards the empty side of the
complex. For n ) 5 and 8 clusters, the largest adsorption energy
was obtained for O2 in the bridge configuration. The adsorption
energy of one O2 molecule on a cationic pure gold cluster is
calculated as

Ead(n))E[(Aun
+)GS]+E[O2]-E[(AunO2

+)ad] (1)

Here, E[(Aun
+)GS] + (E[O2]) is the total energy of the cluster

(O2 molecule) for the ground-state isomer, and E[(AunO2
+)ad]

is the total energy of the (AunO2
+)ad complex in a given energy

equilibrium configuration. The two isomers of (AunO2
+)ad with

a lower energy for each size n are represented in Figure 1, where
Ead(n) is given below each structure. For the top adsorption of
O2 on the edge or vertex Au atoms of a triangular Au6

+ ground-
state geometry, nearly the same value of Ead(6) is obtained. The
configuration Au4O2

+ in Figure 1 is similar to that obtained by
Ding et al.,15 but different from that obtained by Joshi et al.,17

which bound O2 to Au in the smaller diagonal of rhombic Au4
+.

On the other hand, Ding et al.,15 found for Au5O2
+ a top

adsorption configuration instead of the bridge configuration
obtained in this work.

The adsorption energy Ead(n) is represented versus the cluster
size in the top panel at the right of Figure 1. In the second panel

Figure 1. Left: two lowest energy isomers of AunO2
+ clusters for n ) 4-8. Small spheres represent oxygen atoms. Below each structure are given

the adsorption energy of O2, in eV (eq 1), and the total spin multiplicity (in parentheses). Right: from top to bottom, adsorption energy of O2, Ead,
in eV (2), excess of charge on O2, ∆q, in electron units (O), distance O-O, in Å (9), and distance Au-O2, in Å ((). For Au5O2

+, there are given
two Au-O2 distances because the planar Au5

+ geometry becomes slightly nonplanar after O2 adsorption.
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is given the excess of charge on adsorbed O2, ∆q, in units of
the charge of an electron. We see that ∆q is positive (negative)
in the case of adsorption on bridge (top) sites. A positive
(negative) ∆q means that the electronic charge flows towards
(from) O2. In the third panel at the right of Figure 1 is
represented the distance O-O after adsorption of O2, which
follows a trend similar to that for ∆q shown previously, that is,
the O-O distance and charge on O2 are larger for bridge
configurations than for the top configurations. Thus, adsorption
of O2 on the bridge positions leads to the superoxo molecular
state, ready, for example, for CO oxidation. Notice that the
adsorption energy in these bridge positions is larger than 0.5
eV, which is the estimated limit for experimental observation
according to signal-to-noise limitations.13,36 The trend with the
cluster size of O-O distances correlates also with Ead(n): the
larger the O-O distance is, the larger the adsorption energy is.
The results for the Au-O2 distance after oxygen adsorption are
represented in the lower panel at the right of Figure 1. The
distance of Au-O2 (adsorption energy) for Au7O2

+ is larger
(smaller) than for Au8O2

+. The low reactivity of cationic Au7
+

towards O2 is due to the high stability conferred to a planar
structure by six valence electrons, which is a magic number
(due to closed electronic shells) for a planar spherically
symmetric configuration. The small adsorption energy of the
bridge configuration of Au7O2

+ in Figure 1, 0.17 eV, is only
slightly larger than for the on top Au7O2

+ complex obtained
from the three dimensional isomer of Au7

+ mentioned previ-
ously, not represented in Figure 1.

The calculated spin multiplicity of the AunO2
+ structures in

Figure 1 is given in parentheses below the corresponding isomer.
Those Aun

+ cations with an even number of atoms have an odd
number of electrons, and the corresponding ground state is a
doublet. The spin 1/2 of these clusters couples anti-parallel to
spin 1 of the adsorbing O2 molecule, resulting in a spin doublet
for AunO2

+ structures with n ) 4, 6, and 8. For n ) 5 and 7,
the Aun

+ cations have spin zero, and after adsorbing O2, it results
in a triplet spin state for the lowest energy AunO2

+ complex.
Comparing the results for O2 adsorption on Aun

+ clusters
shown in Figure 1 with those for neutral and anionic gold
clusters obtained in previous papers9,12 in the same range of
sizes, we see that (i) O2 adsorption energies are similar to those
for neutral clusters but smaller than for anionic gold clusters;
(ii) contrary to neutral and anionic species, there are not
odd-even effects in the adsorption energy of AunO2

+; (iii) the
adsorption energy of Aun

- anions is always higher for top
positions than for bridge positions, but the opposite occurs for
neutral Aun with n ) 5 and 7 and for cationic Aun

+ with n )
5 and 8; and (iv) for neutral AunO2 complexes, electrons flow
from Au to O2 independently of the configuration of the ground
state, whereas for AunO2

+, electrons flow from Au to O2 for
bridge configurations and in the opposite direction for top
configurations.

The equilibrium configurations (AunO2
+)dis resulting from

optimization of complexes formed by adding two O atoms at
different sites of the Aun

+ ground-state geometry also were
calculated. In many cases, the two O atoms formed initially an
O2 molecule that forced Au-O distances that were much smaller
than those shown in the lowest panel of Figure 1 and from that
evolved to an equilibrium configuration with two separated O
atoms. But, in other cases, the initial configuration already was
formed with two separated O atoms at several sites. To compare
the stability of these (AunO2

+)dis and (AunO2
+)ad complexes with

respect to the fragmentation in Aun
+ and O2, we calculated the

quantity Edis(n), defined, similarly to Ead(n) of eq 1, as

Edis(n))E[(Aun
+)GS]+E[O2]-E[(AunO2

+)dis] (2)

Here, E[(AunO2
+)dis] is the lowest equilibrium energy of

(AunO2
+)dis complexes for a given n, E[O2] is the ground-state

energy of O2, and E[(Aun
+)GS] is the ground-state energy of

Aun
+. From the present calculations, it was found that Edis(n)

is smaller than Eads(n) for all sizes n. Actually, Edis(n) is always
negative except for (Au6O2

+)dis, which yields a small positive
value Edis(6) ) 0.34 eV.

Molecular Adsorption of O2 on Doped MAun
+ Clusters.

In Figures 2–5 are represented several equilibrium geometries
of those complexes (MAunO2

+)ad formed by adsorbing O2 on
different sites of a few low lying energy isomers of doped gold
clusters MAun

+. These initial isomers, which were obtained in
a previous work, are represented in the first column of Figures
2–5. Except for n ) 6, the ground-state geometry of MAun

+

clusters is the same for Ti and Fe impurities. All initial MAun
+

isomers are planar except for isomer III of MAu6
+ as well as

those of MAu7
+. For both Ti and Fe doped clusters, the

difference of binding energy per atom of the initial MAun
+

isomers with respect to that of the ground state, as well as the
spin multiplicity (in parentheses), is given below each geometry.
The different equilibrium geometries of (MAunO2

+)ad complexes
for the various types of adsorption configurations are depicted
in separate columns of Figures 2–5, with the adsorption energy
and spin multiplicity (in parentheses) given below each structure.
The O2 adsorption energy is defined, similarly to eq 1, as

Ead(n))E[(MAun
+)GS]+E[O2]-E[(MAunO2

+)ad] (3)

Here, E[(MAun
+)GS] is the total energy of the ground-state

isomer, which does not necessarily coincide with the energy of
the initial isomer leading to the given equilibrium configuration,
and E[(MAunO2

+)ad] is the total energy of the given complex.
For example, the adsorption energy for the on top complex
TiAunO2

+ in the second row of Figure 3, 2.52 eV, should
increase to 2.64 eV when referred to the total energy of isomer
II of MAu5

+. The different adsorption configurations are
identified in columns 2-5 as on top M 1, bridge M-Au, on top
Au, and bridge Au-Au, respectively. We distinguish two cases
for the on top M configuration: on top M 1, which has the two
oxygen atoms bonded to the M impurity, and on top M 2, which
has only one O atom of O2 bonded to M.

A few general features about the structure of (MAunO2
+)ad

complexes are extracted from Figures 2–5 and summarized in
this paragraph. The highest adsorption energy corresponds
always to the on top M 1 complexes. These on top M 1
complexes are formed without a severe distortion of the MAun

+

initial cluster geometry. For M ) Ti, the second preferred
configuration is that of bridge M-Au type, but when M ) Fe,
this configuration has a similar or smaller adsorption energy
than the bridge Au-Au and/or on top Au complexes. For the
more favorable on top M and bridge M-Au configurations, it
was found that TiAun

+ is more active toward O2 than FeAun
+

clusters. Those on top M 1 type complexes arising from the
ground-state isomer (MAun

+)GS have the highest adsorption
energy, except for (MAu6O2

+)ad and (FeAu7O2
+)ad, which are

formed from low lying energy isomers. As will be detailed in
the following paragraphs, the highest adsorption energy con-
figuration for a given size n combines with a lower atomic
coordination of M, a smaller value of the O-M distance, and
a larger gain of electron charge on O2 than for other configura-
tions. The behavior of the spin multiplicity of (MAunO2

+)ad

complexes with dependence on M and n will be commented
on next and later in connection with Figure 6.
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In Figure 2 are represented the fully optimized geometries
of complexes (MAunO2

+)ad for n ) 3 and n ) 4. Two initial
isomers of MAun

+ were considered for n ) 3, and only one for
n ) 4, which are depicted in the first column. As already was
noted, the highest adsorption energy was obtained for the on
top M 1 configuration, which has the triangle O-M-O placed
vertically to the plane of the MAu3

+ rhombus and the O-O
line nearly parallel to the shorter diagonal of that rhombus. We
obtained also an on top M 2 O-O-M configuration (not shown)
from isomer I with adsorption energy (spin multiplicity) values
of 1.43 eV (1) for M ) Ti and 0.45 eV (7) for M ) Fe, which
are slightly smaller than those for the bridge M-Au complexes
from isomer I. The fact that the highest adsorption energy is

larger for Ti than for Fe complexes is related to the smaller
O-M bond distance of Ti with respect to Fe complexes, as
shown in Figure 6, and is due to the larger transfer of electronic
charge to O2 from Ti than from Fe, as expected from relative
electronegativity differences among M and O2. Specifically, by
means of Mulliken population analysis, the extra charge on O2

in (MAu3O2
+)ad complexes with the highest adsorption energy

is 0.398 electrons for M ) Ti and 0.183 electrons for M ) Fe.
On the other hand, the polarization (spin-up minus spin-down
electronic charges) for each of the Au3, M, and O2 subsystems
of (TiAu3O2

+)ad was zero, but it was 0.601, 3.834, and 1.563
electrons, respectively, for (FeAu3O2

+)ad. The sum of these
values leads to a total polarization 2S, which is null for

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 for structures of (MAu5O2
+)ads complexes formed from the two lower energy isomers of Au5M+ clusters I and II in

the first column, respectively. For on top M 1 configurations are given two sets of data corresponding to nearly the same geometry and different
adsorption energies and multiplicities.

Figure 2. Equilibrium geometries of (MAunO2
+)ad complexes formed by molecular oxygen adsorbed on MAun

+ clusters for M ) Ti, Fe and n )
3-4. The black sphere represents the M impurity, and the two small spheres represent the O2 molecule. The first column shows the initial MAun

+

isomers from ref 26, whose excess of binding energy per atom with respect to the ground state (in eV) is given below each structure for Ti and Fe
doped clusters. The spin multiplicity also is given (in parentheses). The other columns correspond to different equilibrium adsorption configurations
as indicated. The adsorption energy, in eV (eq3), and the spin multiplicity (in parentheses) are given below each (MAunO2

+)ad complex. The data
in square brackets for the on top Au site correspond to O2 adsorbed on the other nonequivalent Au atom. The data with asterisks for the bridge
M-Au site correspond to a geometry slightly distorted from the represented one. For the bridge Au-Au (TiAu4O2

+)ad complex are given two isomers
with the same geometry and different Ead (multiplicity) values.

6682 J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 112, No. 29, 2008 Torres et al.



(TiAu3O2
+)ad and 6 for (FeAu3O2

+)ad, and the spin multiplicity
2S + 1 is 1 and 7, respectively. The Mulliken charges are known
to be basis set dependent.51 To test the importance of that effect

in our results, we calculated again (MAu3O2
+)ad using a TZP

basis resulting in a reduction of 0.06 electrons in the extra charge
on O2 of both M ) Ti, Fe complexes with the highest adsorption
energy. Similarly, the polarization of the Au3, M, and O2

subsystems obtained with TZP calculations was again zero for
the M ) Ti complex, and it was 0.619, 3.815, and 1.567,
respectively, for the M ) Fe complex. These values are similar
to those from DZP polarization calculations reported previously,
giving us confidence in the comparison of Mulliken charges of
(MAunO2

+)ad for Ti versus Fe complexes discussed in this work.

In the case of (MAu3O2
+)ad, we calculated within a triple-�

plus polarization basis an extra charge on O2 of 0.330 electrons
for M ) Ti and 0.135 electrons for M ) Fe for complexes
with the highest adsorption energy. These values are similar to
those from the double-� plus polarization calculation reported
previously, giving us confidence in the Mulliken charges
discussed in this work.

For the n ) 3 bridge M-Au configuration from isomer I, a
second set of data is given in Figure 2. Both sets of data have
nearly the same geometry and adsorption energy but different
spin multiplicities. Those data for M ) Fe marked with an
asterisk correspond to a slightly different planar geometry having
a shorter small diagonal of the rhombus. Those of complexes
having the highest multiplicity for a given M have also the
largest O-M distance and the largest O-Au average distance.
For example, the O-M distance in bridge M-Au configurations
from isomer I is 1.95 (2.16) Å for multiplicity 1 (3) of M ) Ti
complexes and 2.03 (1.96) Å for multiplicity 7 (5) in the M )
Fe case. A similar correlation between the spin multiplicity and
the calculated electric dipole moment of these complexes exists.
Thus, for the bridge M-Au TiAu3O2

+ complex from isomer I,
the electric dipole moment is 5.14 (5.29) D for multiplicity 1
(3), and for the FeAu3O2

+ case, the dipole moment is 4.73 (4.24)
D for multiplicity 7 (5).

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 for (MAu6O2
+)ads complexes. The complexes with maximum adsorption energy are the on top M 1 type formed from

the three dimensional isomer III of MAu6
+ instead of the planar isomers I and II, which are the ground state of TiAu6

+ and FeAu6
+, respectively.

Those data that are marked with an asterisk correspond to equilibrium configurations (not shown) without distortion of the isomer I geometry. The
on top M 1 configuration from isomer I is not an equilibrium structure for M ) Fe complexes and evolves to the on top M 1 configuration from
isomer III.

Figure 5. Equilibrium minimum energy configurations of on top M 1
(MAu7O2

+)ad complexes obtained from three isomers of MAu7
+ depicted

in the first column. Contrary to previous results for n < 7, the complexes
(MAu7O2

+)ad with a maximum adsorption energy have different
structures for M ) Fe (which came from isomer II) than for M ) Ti
(which came from isomer I). Note that the (FeAu7O2

+)ad complex with
maximum adsorption energy does not have a maximum spin multiplicity
as for n < 7 complexes, which is due to a combined effect of O-Fe
distance and local spin charge on O2 and Au (see text).
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The second set of data, in square brackets, for the on top Au
MAu3O2

+ complex from isomer I, correspond to configurations
with O2 adsorbed on the other nonequivalent Au atom of
MAu3

+. These configurations have the same spin multiplicity
as the first one but a smaller adsorption energy and larger O-Au
distance. Thus, for M ) Ti, that distance is 2.40 (2.52) Å for
the complex with an adsorption energy of 0.45 (0.39) eV, and
for M ) Fe, the O-Au distance is 2.36 (2.63) Å for the complex
with an adsorption energy of 0.28 (0.10) eV. For the AuO2

+

molecule, a triplet state was obtained recently52 by means of
B3LYP (MP2) calculations, with an adsorption energy of 0.49
(0.30) eV, distance O-O of 1.20 (1.20) Å, distance Au-O of
2.34 (2.39) Å, and angle Au-O-O of 125.2° (133.7°). These
values are similar to those obtained here for on top Au
configurations of MAu3O2

+ and Au4O2
+ complexes. Thus, the

main role of additional atoms in these complexes is to change
the multiplicity 3 of (AuO2

+) to 2 for (Au4O2
+), to 5 for

(TiAu3O2
+), and to 7 for (FeAu3O2

+).
Comparison of the two results for on top Au MAu3O2

+ from
isomer I with the two results that are analogous for on top Au
configurations of Au4O2

+ given in Figure 1 indicates that the
adsorption energy is similar (smaller) for TiAu3O2

+ (FeAu3O2
+)

than for Au4O2
+. Thus, the main difference between these

MAu3O2
+ and Au4O2

+ complexes is that the substitution of an
Au atom of Au4O2

+ by the M impurity turns the spin coupling
mode with the O2 molecule from anti-parallel to parallel. On
the other hand, the bridge Au-Au configurations of (MAu3O2

+)ad

and Au4O2
+ (not represented in Figure 1) have very small

adsorption energies. When the bridge Au-Au (TiAu3O2
+)ad

complex from isomer I is forced to a spin multiplicity of 5, it
evolves to the on top Au equilibrium configurations already
discussed. With respect to the complexes (TiAu3O2

+)ad from
isomer II, the same tendencies as for complexes from isomer I
are found. The equilibrium configurations for (FeAu3O2

+)ad from
isomer II have a negative adsorption energy (Ead < 0), that is,
they are unstable against fragmentation in a free O2 molecule
and the ground-state isomer I of FeAu3

+.
Analysis of results for (MAu4O2

+)ad complexes, which are
given also in Figure 2, leads to analogous considerations as for

(MAu3O2
+)ad complexes. We see that the adsorption energy for

on top Au and bridge Au-Au configurations of (MAu4O2
+)ad is

smaller than that for similar Au5O2
+ complexes of Figure 1.

An exception is the near planar bridge Au-Au (FeAu4O2
+)ad

complex, which has an adsorption energy only slightly smaller
than that of the on top M 1 (FeAu4O2

+)ad complex. The dipole
moment of that bridge Au-Au configuration is 7.28 D as
compared to 4.03 D for the on top M 1 complex. Although
both of these (FeAu4O2

+)ad complexes have spin multiplicities
of 6, the distribution of charge is quite different as revealed
from Mulliken population analysis. Thus, in the bridge Au-Au
configuration, O2 takes more (less) electrons from Au (Fe) than
in the on top M 1 configuration, with a total result of 0.253
electrons for the bridge Au-Au case versus 0.191 electrons for
the on top M 1 case. Aside from this, the total spin polarization
(difference of spin-up and spin-down electronic charge) of Au
atoms is negative (-0.278 e-) for the on top M 1 complex, but
it is positive (0.144 e-) for the planar bridge Au-Au configu-
ration of (MAu4O2

+)ad.
At this point, it is worth comparing the dependence with M

observed for the spin multiplicity of (MAunO2
+)ad complexes.

Firstly, we consider the complexes in the first row in Figure 2.
For M ) Ti within the on top M and bridge M-Au configura-
tions, the multiplicity is 1 (singlet), which corresponds to an
anti-ferromagnetic (anti-parallel)-like coupling of spin 1 of
TiAu3

+ with spin 1 of O2. On the other hand, the complexes
(FeAu3O2

+)ad in the first row in Figure 2 have a spin multiplicity
of 7 for all configurations, which corresponds to a ferromagnetic
coupling of spin 1 of O2 with spin 2 of the FeAu3

+ cluster.
Similar trends are observed for the n ) 4 complexes, that is,
minimum spin (2) for Ti complexes and maximum spin (6) for
those of Fe, as well as for those with n ) 5-7 in Figures 3–5,
which will be commented on and discussed next. The
(FeAunO2

+)ad complex with the highest adsorption energy
configuration has a multiplicity of 7 (6) for odd (even) n, and
the total energy difference with the complex having the same
configuration but lower multiplicity (given in parentheses) is
(in eV) 0.98 (3) and 1.20 (1) for n ) 3, 0.32 (2) for n ) 4, 0.28
(3) and 1.34 (1) for n ) 5, 0.47 (2) for n ) 6, and 0.66 (3) and

Figure 6. Evolution with cluster size of several properties of those (MAunO2
+)ad complexes with the highest adsorption energy for M ) Ti (b)

and M ) Fe (9). (a) Upper panel left: adsorption energy, in eV, and spin multiplicity, 2S + 1, (O for Ti and 0 for Fe); (b) upper panel right: second
difference of total cluster energy; (c) middle panel left: distance between oxygen atoms after O2 molecular adsorption; (d) middle panel right:
distance from each oxygen atom of adsorbed O2 to the M impurity; (e) lower panel left: Mulliken charges, in electrons, on Aun (dashed circles),
O2 (b), and Ti (O) subsystems of (TiAunO2

+)ad complexes; (f) lower panel right: same as panel e for M ) Fe. Diamonds in panels a, c, d, and f
represent data for the (FeAu7O2

+)ad complex with spin multiplicity of 5.
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0.42 (1) for n ) 7. For low adsorption energy sites, namely, on
top Au and bridge Au-Au of (TiAunO2

+)ad in Figure 2, the spin
multiplicity is the largest possible, corresponding to a ferro-
magnetic-like coupling of the spins of O2 and TiAun

+ clusters,
with exceptions of the bridge Au-Au (TiAunO2

+)ad complexes
with n ) 3 and 4 (isomer I) and n ) 5 (isomer II).

In Figure 3 are given the adsorption energy and spin
multiplicity for (MAu5O2

+)ad complexes within different equi-
librium configurations, displayed as in Figure 2. Although
isomers I and II of MAu5

+ are nearly degenerate, the complexes
arising from isomer I are more stable than those arising from
isomer II, except for the bridge Au-Au configuration of
(TiAu5O2

+)ad. For each type of configuration, O2 is adsorbed
preferably on low coordination sites of M or Au. The bridge
Au-Au (TiAu5O2

+)ad complex from isomer II, which has a spin
multiplicity of 3, evolves to the on top Au type when it is forced
to multiplicity 5. On the other hand, the bridge M-Au config-
uration from isomer II for M ) Fe (not shown) has a negative
adsorption energy, Ead ) -0.26 eV, that is, the (FeAu5O2

+)ad

complex is not stable against fragmentation in FeAu5
+ and O2

fragments. The bridge M-Au (TiAu5O2
+)ad complex is a triplet

and evolves towards the on top M configuration II when it is
forced to be a singlet. For the on top Au and bridge Au-Au
sites, there are several nonequivalent Au positions, but in Figure
3 only those cases with the largest adsorption energy are
provided. For example, for the on top Au case with O2 placed
at the corner closest to the impurity M ) Ti, the calculated
adsorption energy is 0.16 eV, with a spin multiplicity of 5.

The highest adsorption energy of (MAu5O2
+)ad complexes

occurs for the on top M 1 site and is larger for Ti than for Fe
doped clusters. We found several isomeric on top M 1
(TiAu5O2

+)ads complexes with identical geometries but different
adsorption energies and spin multiplicities. This results in that
the increase of the multiplicity of on top M 1 complexes without
appreciable change of geometry leads to a decrease in the
adsorption energy. Thus, from isomer I of TiAu5

+, three on top
M 1 complexes are found, having O2 adsorption energies (spin
multiplicities) of 2.76 (1), 1.84 (3), and 0.30 (5), respectively.
Similarly, for M ) Ti complexes from II are found three
equilibrium on top M 1 complexes with adsorption energies
(multiplicities) of 2.52 (1), 1.82 (3), and 0.66 (5), respectively.
However, the opposite occurs for (FeAunO2

+)ads complexes, as
already was commented. Particularly, those on top M 1
(FeAu5O2

+)ad complexes from isomer I are forced to a lower
spin multiplicity than 7 evolve to bridge M-Au equilibrium
configurations. From a detailed Mulliken population analysis
of those spin-isomers of on top M (MAunO2

+)ads complexes
for a given size, the highest adsorption energy configuration
correlates with the highest electron charge on the O2 molecule.

In Figure 4 are given the results for (MAu6O2
+)ad complexes

as in Figures 2 and 3. Isomer I is the ground state of TiAu6
+,

and isomer II is the ground state of FeAu6
+. Isomer II of TiAu6

+

has two nearly degenerate states with similar geometries and
binding energies but different spin multiplicities, the largest
multiplicity being related to the largest Ti-Au average distance.
Specifically, the isomer with a multiplicity of 4 (2) corresponds
to a Ti-Au average distance of 2.78 (2.76) Å. On the other
hand, isomer III of MAun

+ is the first nonplanar isomer
considered in this work, and its structure is similar to that of
the three dimensional isomer of Au7

+ (not depicted in Figure
1) mentioned at the beginning of this section. Interestingly, those
(MAu6O2

+)ad complexes with the largest adsorption energy arise
from the nonplanar isomer of MAu6

+. Those data for on top M
1 complexes from isomer I that are marked with an asterisk

correspond to equilibrium configurations (not shown) without
appreciable distortion of the isomer I structure. The on top M
1 configuration from isomer I depicted in Figure 4 is not an
equilibrium structure for M ) Fe and evolves to the on top M
1 structure from isomer III. Two equilibrium on top M 2
configurations of FeAu6O2

+ (not shown) were found, with an
adsorption energy (multiplicity) of 0.28 eV (6) from isomer I
and 0.18 eV (6) from isomer II, respectively. The on top M 1
configuration from isomer II was not found for M ) Fe, and
the bridge M-Au from isomer II for M ) Ti evolved to the on
top M 1 type.

For the on top Au and bridge Au-Au (FeAu6O2
+)ad configu-

rations from isomer I, the values given in square brackets
correspond to adsorption positions on those Au atoms marked
with an asterisk. For bridge Au-Au complexes, the second
position is the only one found for M ) Fe, whereas it was not
found for M ) Ti. The behavior of the spin multiplicity with
respect to the adsorption configuration is similar to that in
Figures 2 and 3 for complexes with n ) 3-5. Similarly, the
relations between adsorption energy with O-M distances and
dipole moments for the different complex configurations fulfill
the same trends. On the other hand, comparison of (MAu6O2

+)ad

complexes from isomer II with those (Au7O2
+)ad complexes of

Figure 1 having a similar structure shows that the impurity in
the doped cluster enhances (decreases) the O2 adsorption energy
for the bridge Au-Au (on top Au) configuration with respect to
that of the pure cluster.

In Figure 5 are presented five on top M 1 adsorption
geometries of (MAu7O2

+)ad complexes arising from three
nonplanar isomers of MAu+ clusters. From each one of isomers
I (ground state) and III was obtained two on top M 1
configurations when M ) Ti, which differs in the orientation
of O2 relative to the initial cluster. Instead, for M ) Fe
complexes from isomers I and III (which are nearly degenerate),
only one of these on top M 1 complexes has a positive
adsorption energy. Those (FeAunO2

+)ad complexes for n < 7
with the highest adsorption energy have the highest possible
value of multiplicity. However, in the case of the on top M 1
(FeAu7O2

+)ad configuration from isomer II, two nearly degener-
ate complexes were obtained, with multiplicities of 5 and 7,
respectively, and that with the highest spin had the smallest
adsorption energy. (A similar situation occurred for the two
(FeAu5O2

+)ad complexes from isomer II reported in Figure 4,
although these cases are not the highest adsorption energy
complexes.) Specifically, for the (FeAu7O2

+)ad complex with
an adsorption energy of 0.82 (0.72) eV, the spin multiplicity is
5 (7), O-Fe is 1.99 (2.11) Å, excess charge on O2 is 0.318
(0.281) electrons, and the spin-up minus spin-down electronic
charge difference on O2, Au7, and Fe subsystems of the complex
are 1.07 (1.45), -0.55 (0.74), and 3.48 (3.81) electrons,
respectively. Comparison of these values for the two on top M
1 (FeAu7O2

+)ad complexes from isomer II agrees with the
tendencies studied previously.

The following magnitudes of those (MAunO2
+)ad complexes

with a maximum O2 adsorption energy are represented in Figure
6 for n ) 3-7: (a) O2 adsorption energy and spin multiplicity
(upper left panel); (b) second difference of total energy with
respect to n (upper right panel); (c) distance O-O after
adsorption of an O2 molecule (middle left panel); (d) distances
O-M of each O atom of O2 to atom M (middle right panel);
(e) and (f) electronic charge on Aun, M, and O2 subsystems,
according to Mulliken population analysis, for M ) Ti (lower
left panel) and M ) Fe (lower right panel).
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The highest adsorption energy is larger for M ) Ti than for
M ) Fe, which is due mainly to electronic effects because the
equilibrium adsorption configuration is similar for both types
of complexes. Thus, the electronegativity difference of M with
O is larger for M ) Ti than for M ) Fe, and the charge transfer
between O2 and TiAun

+ is larger than between O2 and FeAun
+

clusters, as can be seen in panels e and f of Figure 6. The same
effect is manifested in the O-M bond distances represented in
panel d of Figure 6, which are shorter for Ti than for Fe
complexes, leading to a stronger bond. The second difference
of the total energy of the complexes, calculated as

∆E2(n))E[(MAun+1O2
+)ad]+E[(MAun-1O2

+)ad]-

2E[(MAunO2
+)ad] (4)

is represented in the upper right panel of Figure 6. We see that
∆E2(n) shows a peak at n ) 5 for M ) Ti, which means that
(TiAu5O2

+)ad is a very stable complex in comparison to its
neighbours at n ) 4 and 6.

On the other hand, the odd-even effect of the adsorption
energy is opposite for Ti than for Fe complexes, despite that in
both Ti and Fe series the number of valence electrons is odd
(even) for n even (odd). That different odd-even effect
correlates with the different magnetic configurations of Ti and
Fe complexes. To see that, the trend of the spin multiplicity 2S
+ 1 of (MAunO2

+)ad complexes is represented by the dotted
lines in panel a of Figure 6. As n increases, an odd-even
alternation of the spin multiplicity is observed, which is opposite
to the odd-even alternation of the adsorption energy, that is,
the larger the adsorption energy is, the smaller the spin
multiplicity is. For TiAun

+ before O2 adsorption, the spin
multiplicity is 3 (2) for the odd (even) n cases, which

corresponds to an odd (even) number of electrons. After O2

adsorption, the spin multiplicity decreases to 1 (2) for odd (even)
complexes. This feature corresponds to anti-parallel (anti-
ferromagnetic) coupling of the spins of the cluster and O2

molecule. On the other hand, for FeAun
+ clusters, the spin

multiplicity is 5 (4) for n odd (even) and increases to 7 (6) for
n odd (even) complexes after O2 adsorption. This fact corre-
sponds to parallel (ferromagnetic) coupling of the cluster and
O2 spins. Thus, for both Ti and Fe complexes along n ) 3-7,
the largest energy corresponds to the smallest spin, that is, to
the smallest difference among the spin-up and spin-down
electron densities compatible with anti-ferromagnetic (ferro-
magnetic) coupling for Ti (Fe) complexes. Note also that the
larger the O-M distance is, the larger the spin multiplicity is.
For (FeAu7O2

+)ad are depicted in Figure 6 data corresponding
to the two near degenerate on top M complexes arising from
isomer II, with spin multiplicities of 5 and 7, respectively.

By means of Mulliken population analysis, the spin polariza-
tions (spin-up minus spin-down electronic charge) of the Aun,
M, and O2 subsystems of (MAunO2

+)ad were obtained for the
highest adsorption energy on top M 1 configurations. In the
case of M ) Ti, these spin polarizations are zero for n ) 3, 5,
and 7 but 0.754, 0.321, and -0.077 electrons, respectively, for
n ) 4 and 0.498, 0.688, and -0.184 electrons, respectively,
for n ) 6. In the case of M ) Fe complexes, the polarizations
of Aun, M, and O2 subsystems are not null and present an
odd-even alternation, which is opposite to the odd-even
alternation of the total electron charge on each subsystem.

As shown in the left middle panel of Figure 6, the distance
among O atoms in the adsorbed molecule is larger for Ti doped
complexes than for those doped with Fe and in both cases is
larger than for the free O2 molecule. For M ) Ti, that distance

Figure 7. In the left part are represented the minimum energy equilibrium configurations of (MAunO2
+)dis complexes (n ) 3-7 and M ) Ti, Fe),

which are formed by optimizing initial configurations of MAun
+ in the ground state with two separated oxygen atoms added at different cluster

atoms. The black sphere represents the impurity atom, and the two small spheres represent the oxygen atoms. The geometry of the initial lowest
energy isomer of the Aun

+M cluster, which is shown in Figures 2–5, became deformed after adsorption of the two separated oxygen atoms. The
adsorption energy, in eV, calculated with respect to the lowest energy isomer of MAun

+ and a free O2 molecule (eq 5), and the spin multiplicity
2S + 1 (in parentheses), are given below each structure. In the upper right panel is represented the adsorption energy for Ti (b) and Fe (9) doped
clusters as a function of cluster size. The second difference of the total cluster energy (eq 4) is represented in the lower right panel, showing a peak
at n ) 5 for both M ) Ti and M ) Fe doped (MAunO2

+)dis complexes.
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is much larger than for M ) Fe, conferring to the O2 adsorbed
molecule the character of a peroxide state. This is confirmed
by Mulliken charge analysis in panels e and f of Figure 6, giving
an excess charge to the O2 adsorbed molecule of ∼0.4 electrons
for M ) Ti. For M ) Fe complexes, the O-O distance is
enhanced when n ) 6 and 7, that is, for nonplanar FeAun

+

cluster substrates, and the excess charge on O2 also is enhanced
to 0.34 electrons for n ) 6 and 0.32 (0.28) electrons for the
isomer with n ) 7 and multiplicity 5 (7).

To compare the adsorption properties of O2 on cationic doped
gold clusters with those for pure cationic gold clusters, it is
convenient to relate the results for (MAunO2

+)ad to those for
(Aun+1O2

+)ad complexes displayed in Figures 1 and 6, respec-
tively. The ratio of O2 binding energy of (MAunO2

+)ad to that
of (Aun+1O2

+)ad is 5.8 (1.4), 4.3 (1.4), 6.7 (1.4), 9.3 (4.6), and
3.8 (1.2) for M ) Ti (Fe) in the range of n ) 3-7, respectively.
The largest ratio in these series occurs for n ) 6, just when the
preferred M doped gold isomer becomes three dimensional, but
the pure Au7

+ cluster is still planar and has a minimum O2

adsorption energy in the range studied here. Note that the
FeAu7

+ doped cluster has only a slightly larger O2 highest
adsorption energy than that of the pure Au8

+ cationic cluster,
the former leading to on top M and the latter to a bridge
preferred adsorption site. Note also that the geometries of these
FeAu7

+ and Au8
+ clusters are different. On the other hand, it

was observed that the bridge Au-Au and on top M configurations
of (FeAu4O2

+)ad have a similar adsorption energy, but the former
has an analogous geometry to (Au5O2

+)ad in Figure 1. The
comparison of O-O, as well as O-M versus O-Au, distances
in (MAunO2

+)ad and (Aun+1O2
+)ad represented in Figures 1 and

6, respectively, adds no further insight to the previous comments.
Dissociation Configurations of MAunO2

+ Complexes. In
the left part of Figure 7 are represented the minimum energy
equilibrium configurations of (MAunO2

+)dis complexes (n )
3-7 and M ) Ti, Fe). These complexes were obtained by two
procedures: (i) optimizing simultaneously the positions of two
oxygen atoms attached to different sites of the lowest energy
isomer of MAun

+ clusters as well as other MAun
+ isomers

(which are represented in the first column of Figures 3–5) and
(ii) an initially free O2 molecule forced to have O-M and/or
O-Au distances smaller than those found for (MAunO2

+)ad

complexes in equilibrium configurations. The formation energy
of these (MAunO2

+)dis complexes is calculated, similarly to eq
2, as

Edis(n))E[(MAun
+)GS]+E[O2]-E[(MAunO2

+)dis] (5)

Here, Edis(n) is given, in eV, below each structure of Figure
7, together with the spin multiplicity (in parentheses). The most
stable configuration for each size contains an O-M-O subunit
with each O atom bonded to a different Au atom, and the
geometry of the initial MAun

+ cluster becomes strongly
deformed.

In the right upper panel of Figure 7 is represented the
formation energy, Edis(n), which shows a similar behavior with
size n and impurity M than Eads(n) of Figure 6, except that the
odd-even effects for Fe complexes are lost at n ) 4. Contrary
to the complexes (Aun+1O2

+)dis discussed previously, the
equilibrium configuration of (MAunO2

+)dis with the highest
formation energy is stable against the separation in MAun

+ and
O2 fragments. The maximum separation energy of (MAunO2

+)dis

is higher than the maximum O2 adsorption energy of
(MAunO2

+)ad by a factor of 1.6 (2.5), 1.6 (1.7), 1.5 (2.4), 1.5
(1.3), and 1.6 (1.8) for M ) Ti (Fe) and n ) 3-7 complexes,
respectively.

The behavior of the spin multiplicity of (MAunO2
+)dis with

respect to odd or even n complexes is similar to that for
(MAunO2

+)ad complexes. Note that the multiplicity of
(FeAu7O2

+)dis is 6 instead of 7, which is an exception similar
to that found for (FeAu7O2

+)ad in the previous subsection, and
appears also for three dimensional FeAun

+ isomers. In the lower
panel of Figure 7 is represented the second difference of the
total energy, E[(MAunO2

+)dis], which shows a peak at n ) 5
for both Ti and Fe impurities of (MAun

+O2)dis complexes.
To infer the roll of gold atoms in the tendencies shown in

Figures 6 and 7 for (MAunO2
+)ad and (MAunO2

+)dis, respec-
tively, additional calculations for gas phase MO+ and MO2

+

molecules were performed. The lowest total energy state of the
free TiO2

+ (FeO2
+) molecule forms an O-M-O angle ∼90°

(∼113°), having a multiplicity of 2 (2) and M-O distance of
1.76 (1.65-1.69) Å. For the FeO2

+ molecule, an isomeric state
with ∼0.6 eV higher total energy also was obtained, with a
O-O-Fe angle of ∼180°, Fe-O distance of 1.90 Å, and
multiplicity of 8, which shows the strong interdependence of
geometry and spin multiplicity. From Mulliken population
analysis, the excess of nominal charge on O2 for the ground
state of TiO2

+ (FeO2
+) is 0.484 (0.203) electrons, and for the

isomer of FeO2
+ with a multiplicity of 8, it is 0.257 electrons.

Similarly, the difference between spin-up and spin-down charge
on O2 (M) was 1.393 (-0.393) electrons for M ) Ti and -0.380
(1.380) for M ) Fe in the ground state. These numbers reflect
the different sign of polarization induced on O2 by Ti and Fe
atoms. However, for FeO2

+ with a multiplicity of 8, the
difference between spin-up and spin-down charge on O2 (Fe)
was 3.085 (3.915) electrons, which illustrates the strong
dependence of polarization on molecular geometry. For FeO+,
the preferred spin multiplicity was 6, Fe-O was 1.72 Å, and
the excess electrons on O (Fe) was 0.26 (-1.26). A recent
combined experimental and theoretical work53 showed for FeO2

+

that oxygen binds directly to Fe with no molecular O2 units. In
that work, the ground state of FeO2

+ has a multiplicity of 2,
Fe-O distance of 1.56 Å, angle O-Fe-O of ∼115°, and
(Mulliken) electron charge of 1.23 on Fe and 0.12 on each O.
For diatomic FeO+, a bond distance of 1.64 Å, multiplicity of
6, and excess electron charge of 0.20 (-1.20) electrons on O
(Fe) were obtained. These values for FeO2

+ and FeO+ are
similar to our results. Thus, it can be inferred that the role of
gold atoms in maximum adsorption energy configurations of
(MAunO2

+)dis is to provide an environment for the coordination
of M. We obtained that (MAun

+O2)dis are stable against
fragmentation in Aun and MO2

+, as well as Aun
+ and MO2

fragments.

Conclusion

A comparative theoretical study of the adsorption and
dissociation of O2 on pure Aun+1

+ and doped AunM+ (M ) Ti,
Fe) gold cationic clusters with n ) 3-7 was performed. For
pure Aun+1

+ clusters, the O2 molecule adsorbed preferably on
top of the low coordinated Au atoms, except for Au5

+ and Au8
+

clusters, which prefer bridge adsorption sites. The geometry of
Aun

+ was preserved after O2 adsorption. The adsorption energy
on top of Aun

+ was smaller than 0.5 eV, which is the limit for
experimental observation15,33 and decreased when the number
of Au atoms increased. Instead, the adsorption energy in bridge
positions of Aun

+ was larger than 0.5 eV and was higher for n
) 8 than for n ) 5. The adsorption energy on cationic gold
clusters is similar to that for neutral gold clusters but smaller
than for anionic gold clusters obtained in previous works.
Whereas the adsorption energy on Aun

- anions is always higher
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for top positions than for bridge positions, the opposite occurs
for neutral Aun with n ) 5 and 7 and for cationic Aun

+ with n
) 5 and 8. The electronic charge flows towards O2 when the
molecule is adsorbed in bridge positions and towards the gold
cluster when O2 is adsorbed on top of Au atoms. The adsorption
energy and O-O bond length of adsorbed oxygen increase when
the amount of electronic charge on O2 increases. Thus, for the
bridge (Au8

+O2)ad complex, the distance Au-O is 2.16 Å (which
is the minimum in the range of n ) 4-8), and the distance of
O-O is 1.34 Å (which is the maximum in the range of n )
4-8), corresponding to a superoxo state of adsorbed O2.

On the other hand, the highest adsorption energy of
(MAunO2

+)ads was obtained when both atoms of O2 bind on
top of the M impurity in the ground state of the MAun

+ clusters.
For n ) 6, FeAu7

+ prefers the on top M site of other (nonplanar)
isomers. The highest adsorption energy is larger for Ti doped
clusters than for those doped with Fe by factors of 4.0, 3.2,
4.9, 2.0, and 3.2 for n ) 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, and
shows an odd-even effect trend with size n, which is opposite
for Ti as compared to Fe complexes. The adsorption energy is
higher also for Ti complexes in the second preferred configu-
ration, namely, the bridge M-Au type. That configuration
competes with the bridge Au-Au and on top Au types for M )
Fe and n ) 4-6. The highest adsorption energy of (MAunO2

+)ad

is higher than that for (Aun+1O2
+)ad by a factor of ∼4.0 (1.2)

for M ) Ti (M ) Fe). However, for the on top Au and bridge
Au-Au equilibrium configurations of (MAunO2

+)ad, the adsorp-
tion energy is similar to or smaller than similar configurations
of Aun+1O2

+ complexes. The trends for (AunO2
+)ad and

(MAunO2
+)ad complexes can be rationalized in terms of the

O-O and O-M bond distances, as well as the charge transfer
among oxygen and cluster substrates. From Mulliken population
analysis, it is concluded that the larger the excess of electron
charge on O2 is, the highest (smaller) the adsorption energy
(O-M bond distance) is. The O-O bond distance is larger than
1.30 (1.43) Å for (MAunO2

+)ad complexes with M ) Fe (M )
Ti), which is that adsorbed O2 presents a superoxo state able to
react with radicals such as CO. However, for (AunO2

+)ad, the
O-O distance is larger than 1.30 only for n ) 8.

It is interesting to note that doped MAun
+ clusters are good

candidates for coadsorption of CO and O2 and subsequent CO
oxidation because CO prefers to bind the less coordinated apex
atoms of gold cluster cations (see Figure 5 in ref 18), whereas
O2 prefers to bind the M impurity, which is always highly
coordinated in the doped MAun

+ cluster. For example, CO
probably forms a O-C-Au bond with the Au atom closest to
the M impurity of (MAu7O2

+)ad complexes shown in Figure 5.
Furthermore, because O2 in these complexes has an enhanced
O-O distance, it easily forms a metastable peroxide-like
intermediate state O-O-C-O leading to a final state with a
desorbed CO2 molecule and an adsorbed O atom on the cluster.
To substantiate this qualitative description, we will perform
further calculations.

An interesting result of this work is that the spin multiplicity
of those (MAunO2

+)ad complexes with the highest O2 adsorption
energy is a maximum (minimum) for M ) Fe (Ti), correspond-
ing to parallel (anti-parallel) spin coupling of MAun

+ clusters
and O2 molecules. That different coupling leads to odd-even
alternation of the spin multiplicity, which is opposite for Ti and
Fe complexes. That odd-even effect is opposite to the
odd-even effect of the corresponding adsorption energies (see
Figure 6).

The minimum energy equilibrium structure of (AunO2
+)dis

and (MAunO2
+)dis containing two separated O atoms bonded at

different sites of Aun
+ and MAun

+ clusters, respectively, also
were computed. The initial ground-state geometries of Aun

+ and
MAun

+ clusters strongly were deformed. For (MAunO2
+)dis, the

configuration with the highest adsorption energy contained the
unit O-M-O and was stable against the separation in the
ground states of MAun

+ and O2 fragments, respectively. Instead,
for (AunO2

+)dis, only complex n ) 6 is stable against the
separation in Aun

+ and O2 fragments. The maximum separation
energy of (MAunO2

+)dis is higher than the O2 adsorption energy
of (Aun+1O2

+)ad complexes by a factor of ∼1.6 (2.5), 1.6 (1.7),
1.5 (2.4), 1.5 (1.3), and 1.6 (1.8) for M ) Ti (Fe) complexes in
the range of n ) 3-7, respectively. These ratios indicate that
doped MAun

+ clusters prefer to dissociate O2 than to adsorb
O2, particularly those gold cationic clusters with an iron atom
impurity.
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